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Abstract
Coulomb friction model with unilateral contact is a basic, but reliable, model to represent the resistance to sliding between solid bodies. It is nowadays well-known that this model can be formulated
as a second–order cone complementarity problem, or equivalently, as a variational inequality. In
this article, the Coulomb friction model is enriched to take into account the resistance to rolling,
also known as rolling friction. Introducing the rolling friction cone, an extended Coulomb’s cone,
and its dual, a formulation of the Coulomb friction with rolling resistance as a cone complementarity problem is shown to be equivalent to the standard formulation of the Coulomb friction with
rolling resistance. Based on this complementarity formulation, the maximum dissipation principle
and the bi-potential function are derived. Several iterative numerical methods based on projected
fixed point iterations for variational inequalities and block-splitting techniques are given. The
efficiency of these methods strongly relies on the computation of the projection onto the rolling
friction cone. In this article, an original closed-form formulae for the projection on the rolling
friction cone is derived. The abilities of the model and the numerical methods are illustrated on
the examples of a single sphere sliding and rolling on a plane, and of the evolution of spheres piles
under gravity.

1. Introduction and rolling friction model
Rolling friction has a long history; see for instance [14] and references therein. Like the standard
Coulomb friction, the threshold effect of rolling friction is the main physical phenomenon that is
required to be modeled for a basic friction law as described in [34, Chapter 1, §20]. Although it
may be considered as a naive model from a tribological point of view, the simplest rolling friction
model postulates the existence of an upper bound of the norm of the rolling resistive moment mR
that is proportional to the normal pressure rN :
kmR k ≤ µr rN

(1)
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where µr is the rolling friction coefficient. Such a simple model has been used successfully in
analytical nonlinear dynamics [30, 29] and in [37, 23, 11, 10, 17] for numerical computations of
granular materials. The standard Coulomb friction law is a set-valued force law that generates
a resistive force to sliding, i.e, opposite to the sliding velocity. The standard rolling friction law,
considered in this article, is also a set-valued force law that generates a resistive moment to rolling,
i.e, opposite to the rolling velocity denoted by ωR . The same type of law can also be formulated
for the pivoting friction, which will not be treated in this article although the proposed approach
could also be applied.
Our goal is to formulate the rolling friction model as a set-valued force law in a nonsmooth
setting following the seminal work of Moreau [31]. For a good account on set-valued force laws
approach and nonsmooth mechanics, we refer to [33, 13, 7]. This approach enables to compute
solutions with efficient numerical methods that come mainly from mathematical programming
techniques, especially complementarity problems, normal cone inclusions, and variational inequalities [12]. Our paper is motivated by the numerical evaluation of the classical rolling friction in
the isotropic case rather than a novel friction law based on microscopic tribological considerations
as it can be found in [20, 21, 25, 24].
As we mentioned above, the standard rolling friction model is the simplest macroscopic model
of resistance to rolling. For a discussion on more complex models of rolling and pivoting friction,
we refer to [28, 26, 27, 17]. In [28, 26, 27], the Coulomb-Contensou model for pivoting resistance
is formulated in terms of normal cones inclusions. This model considers the coupling between the
sliding friction and the pivoting friction. A more accurate model of rolling friction should also
consider a coupling between sliding and rolling friction based on tribological considerations. In this
article, we consider a simple decoupled isotropic rolling friction model. The authors in [26, 27]
introduced also the concept of contour friction as a special type of resistance to rolling. The
main difference lies in the definition of the rolling friction ωR for an inclined disk rolling on a
plane. Indeed, the resistance to rolling requires the definition of the rolling velocity ωR between
two contacting bodies. In general configurations, this is not a trivial question to define ωR from
the kinematics of the bodies. Some definitions may yield unrealistic behaviors and the study of
the elastic rolling contact problem [21] should be considered. In this article, the development of
the formulation as cone complementarity problem and the associated numerical technique are not
dependent of the definition of the rolling velocity, so that the contour friction can also be taken into
account. In [16, 36], the standard decoupled rolling friction is addressed with the help of secondorder cone complementarity problem, but the friction flow rule is associated. In other words, the
relative velocities at contact are chosen such that they are orthogonal to the friction cone yielding
a dilatance in case of sliding and no dissipation. The problem becomes a convex relaxation of the
initial model, but does not represent standard Coulomb friction without dilatancy.
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The article is organized as follows. After the presentation of the model in Section 2, a formulation of the Coulomb friction with unilateral contact and rolling resistance with no-dilatancy
as a cone complementarity problem is given in Section 3. Following the work on the bi-potential
method [9, 35], the modified velocity at contact is introduced to avoid dilatancy. The formulation
is proved to be equivalent to disjuntive (or modal) description of the rolling friction. In Section 4,
optimization formulations are exhibited that lead to the principle of maximum dissipation for a
given normal reaction and to the definition of a bipotential for the rolling friction. Numerical
schemes based on projected fixed iterations and block-splitting techniques are presented in Section 5 to solve the problem with multiple contact points. Especially, the explicit formulae for the
projection onto the rolling friction cone, that is crucial for the efficiency of the numerical methods, is derived in Section 5.3. The article is concluded by two simple numerical applications that
emphasize the capacities of the rolling friction model : the motion of a sphere rolling on a plane
and the creation of a pile of spheres using a pluviation process.
Notation: For a set X ⊂ IRn , X, X̊ and ∂X will respectively denote the closure, the interior
and the boundary of X. For a convex set C ⊂ IRn , the normal cone to C at x ∈ IRn is defined by
NC (x) := {y | y > (z − x) ≤ 0, ∀z ∈ C}. The indicator function iC is defined by iC (x) = 0, if x ∈ C
and iC (x) = +∞, if x 6∈ C. For a cone K, its dual cone K ? is defined by K ? := {y | y > p ≥ 0, ∀p ∈
K} and its polar by K o = −K ? . For a convex fonction f : IRn → IR, the subdifferential of f is
defined by ∂f = {γ ∈ IRn | f (y) − f (x) ≥ γ T (y − x) for all y ∈ IRn }.

2. Rolling friction model
2.1. Standard Coulomb friction model with unilateral contact.
Coulomb friction model with unilateral contact is a basic, but reliable model to represent the
mechanical behavior of interfaces between solid bodies. Let us recall its formulation. In Figure 1,
we represent two bodies, labeled by A and B, potentially in contact at points CA and CB in a
three-dimensional configuration space1 . Let assume that we can uniquely define an orthonormal
contact frame at CA denoted by (CA , N, T1 , T2 ), where N ∈ IR3 defines an outward unit normal
vector to A at point CA and T1 ∈ IR3 , T2 ∈ IR3 are unit tangent vectors. The gap between CA
and CB reads as
gN := (CB − CA )> N.

(2)

The reaction force exerted by A on B is denoted by r ∈ IR3 . It can be decomposed in the contact
frame as
r := rN N + rT1 T1 + rT2 T2 ,
1 The

with rN ∈ IR and rT := [rT1 , rT2 ]> ∈ IR2 .

two-dimensional case can be treated as well by reducing the dimension of the problem

3

(3)

Body B
CB

gN

N
CA

T1

T2

Body A

Figure 1: Local frame at contact.

The Signorini condition expresses the unilateral contact as a complementarity condition between
the gap and the normal reaction force as
0 ≤ gN ⊥ rN ≥ 0.

(4)

Since we want to deal with friction, the relative velocity at contact u ∈ IR3 is used as natural way
to formulate friction. It is also decomposed as
u := uN N + uT1 T1 + uT2 T2

with uN ∈ IR and uT = [uT1 , uT2 ]> ∈ IR2 .

At the velocity level, the Signorini condition is written

 0 ≤ u ⊥ r ≥ 0 if g ≤ 0
N
N
N
 r =0
otherwise.

(5)

(6)

N

The Moreau’s viability Lemma [32] ensures that (6) implies (4) if gN ≥ 0 holds in the initial
configuration. In the sequel, we will focus our attention on closed contact (gN ≤ 0) since the
other case is trivial. Equivalently, the complementarity condition can be written as a normal cone
inclusion, or a variational inequality:
−uN ∈ NIR+ (rN ) ⇐⇒ uN (s − rN ) ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ IR+ .

(7)

If needed, an impact law must be added to complete the interface model. This is particularly
the case when we deal with rigid solid bodies. The Newton impact law might be chosen as a
−
basic impact model. Considering the post-impact velocity u+
N , and the pre-impact velocity uN ,

the Newton impact law can be written as
−
u+
N = −en uN ,

(8)
4

where en ≥ 0 is the coefficient of restitution. As in [32], the Newton impact law can be included
in the complementary condition at the velocity level as
0 ≤ ūN ⊥ rN ≥ 0,

(9)

−
with ūN := u+
N + en uN . In order to simplify the presentation, we will consider in the sequel that

en = 0 and ūN = u+
N = uN .
In the tangent plane at contact, Coulomb friction is based on the postulate of an admissible
set for the reaction force, called the Coulomb’s cone:
K = {r ∈ IR3 | krT k ≤ µrN },

(10)

where µ is the coefficient of friction.
In the sticking case, Coulomb’s law states
uT = 0,

r ∈ K,

(11)

and for the sliding case
uT 6= 0,

krT k = µrN

and krT kuT = −kuT krT .

(12)

Introducing the disk D(c) := {x ∈ IR2 | kxk ≤ c} of radius c ≥ 0, the Coulomb model can be
written as an inclusion
−uT ∈ ND(µrN ) (rT ).

(13)

Using definition of the normal cone, an equivalent variational inequality can be written
u>
T (z − rT ) ≥ 0,

∀z ∈ D(µrN ).

(14)

The latter formulation is often related to Moreau’s maximum dissipation principle of the frictional
behavior:
rT ∈ argmax −z > uT .

(15)

kzk≤µrN

which is completely equivalent to the inclusion (13). This principle postulates that, for a given
relative tangent velocity uT , the reaction rT maximizes the dissipation −rT uT over all the admissible tangent reactions. It is noteworthy to remark that this principle does not claim that r is
chosen such that is maximizes the dissipation r> u. This is related to the non-associated character
of Coulomb friction.
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2.2. Rolling friction model.
In order to formulate the rolling friction at contact, we introduce the relative angular velocity
ωR ∈ IR2 and the rolling friction reaction moment mR ∈ IR2 at contact. Following [34], a rolling
friction model can be defined with two following modes

 ω = 0, km k ≤ µ r
R
R
r N
 ω 6= 0, km k = µ r , and km kω = −kω km
R

r

R

N

R

R

R

R

(no-rolling)

(16)

(rolling).

where µr is the rolling friction coefficient which has the dimension of a length.
As for the Coulomb friction, the model (16) can be expressed as a normal cone inclusion into
the disk of rolling friction as
−ωR ∈ ND(µr rN ) (mT ).

(17)

Again, a maximum dissipation principle can be written as
mR ∈ argmax −z > ωR .

(18)

kzk≤µr rN

2.3. Compact formulation
In order to obtain a compact formulation of the model, we denote the local variables at contact
by


rN








uN



 
 
 
   r 
  u
p :=  rT  =
and y := uT  =
.
 
 
mR
ωR
mR
ωR

(19)

The rolling friction cone, as the cone of admissible reaction forces and torques, is denoted by
Kr = {p ∈ IR5 | krT k ≤ µrN ,

kmR k ≤ µr rN } ⊂ IR5 .

(20)

which is a closed convex cone. The Coulomb friction model with unilateral contact and rolling
resistance is formulated in a disjunctive form for gN ≤ 0 as



p = 0, uN ≥ 0,
(take–off)






p ∈ Kr , u = 0, ωR = 0,
(sticking and no-rolling)




 p ∈ ∂K , u = 0, kr k = µr , km k < µ r , kr ku = −ku kr , ω = 0,
(sliding and no-rolling)
r
N
T
N
R
r N
T
T
T
T
R


p ∈ ∂Kr , uN = 0, krT k < µrN , kmR k = µr rN , kmR kωR = −kωR kmR , uT = 0,
(sticking and rolling)






p ∈ ∂Kr , uN = 0, krT k = µrN , kmR k = µr rN , krT kuT = −kuT krT ,





kmR kωR = −kωR kmR .
(sliding and rolling)
(21)
In the disjunctive form (21), the model is hardly tractable from the computational point of
view. In the sequel, we propose a formulation of the model as a single normal cone inclusion to
the rolling friction cone Kr , and we prove its equivalence with the disjunctive formulation of the
model.
6

3. Formulation as a cone complementarity problem
One of the objective of the article is to formulate the rolling friction as a unique inclusion to
the normal cone to Kr . Using the normal cone inclusions (7), (13) and (17), the rolling friction
model is given by the following set of inclusions,


−uN ∈ NIR+ (rN )



−uT ∈ ND(µrN ) (rT )




−ω ∈ N
R
D(µr rN ) (mT ).

(22)

that appears to be a quasi-variational inequality. Unfortunately, it is not possible to deduce
from (22) a complementarity problem, since the disks D(µrN ) and D(µr rN ) are not cones. A
single normal cone inclusion to Kr enables to write a complementarity problem, and then, to take
benefit from the theory and numerical methods for complementarity problems [12].
In the case of standard Coulomb friction and following the seminal work of De Saxcé and
Feng [35], both normal cone inclusions (7) and (13) can be joined into one normal cone inclusion
as
−û ∈ NK (r),

(23)

where the modified relative velocity is defined by
û := u + [µkuT k, 0, 0]> .

(24)

The modified relative velocity takes into account the non-associated character of the friction rule
with no dilatancy. Since K is the second–order cone, the inclusion can be expressed as a secondorder complementarity condition as
K ? 3 û ⊥ r ∈ K

(25)

where K ? is the dual cone of K. For more details on this reformulation, we refer to [5].
As we remark in (25), the first step is to characterize the dual cone of Kr .
Lemma 3.1 (Kr? dual cone of Kr ). The dual cone of Kr is given by
 
u
 N


Kr? = {y = uT  | µkuT k + µr kωR k ≤ uN }.
 
ωR

(26)

Proof : Let us introduce the following convex cone
h
i>
>
L = {y = uN , u>
| µkuT k + µr kωR k ≤ uN }.
,
ω
T
R
7

(27)

The goal is to prove that Kr? = L. Let us choose y ∈ L and p ∈ Kr . We obtain
>
y > p = uN rN + u>
T rT + ωR mR ≥ uN rN − kuT kkrT k − kωR kkmR k,

(28)

>
by the reverse Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that ensures u>
T rT ≥ −kuT kkrT k and ωR mR ≥ −kωR kkmR k.

Since y ∈ L and p ∈ Kr , we obtain
y> p

≥ uN rN − µrN kuT k − µr rN kωR k

≥ rN (uN − µkuT k − µr kωR k) ≥ 0,

(29)

and then rN ≥ 0 implies L ⊂ Kr? . Let us choose y 6∈ L such that µkuT k + µr kωR k > uN . Let us
choose a special element on the boundary of Kr but in the opposite direction to y, that is, p such
that
krT k = µrN ,

kmR k = µr rN ,

krT kuT = −kuT krT ,

kmR kωR = −kωR kmR .

(30)

Let us now compute the scalar product
y> p

u>

ω>

>
T
T
= uN rN + u>
T rT + ωR mR = uN rN − krT k kuT k uT − kmR k kωR k ωR

(31)

= uN rN − krT kkuT k − kmR kkωR k
= uN rN − µrN kuT k − µr rN kωR k = rN (uN − µkuT k − µr kωR k) < 0
so y 6∈ Kr? .



Inspired by the definition of the dual cone in Lemma 3.1, the following proposition defines the
rolling friction model as a complementarity problem over the cone Kr and proves the equivalence
between the formulations (21) and (22).
Proposition 3.1. Let us define the modified velocity as
ŷ := y + [µkuT k + µr kωR k, 0, 0, 0, 0]> .

(32)

Let us consider the following cone complementarity problem.
Kr? 3 ŷ ⊥ p ∈ Kr ⇐⇒ −ŷ ∈ NKr (p).

(33)

Then, the models in (21), (22) and (33) are equivalent.
Proof : Let us introduce the notation ûN := uN + µkuT k + µr kωR k. If ŷ ∈ Kr? , then ûN ≥
µkuT k + µr kωR k or equivalently uN ≥ 0, so we have
ŷ ∈ Kr? ⇐⇒ uN ≥ 0.

(34)

Let us show that (21) implies (22). From (21), we have either rN = 0 and uN ≥ 0 or rN ≥ 0 and
uN = 0 so the complementarity between uN and rN in (22) is satisfied. If rN = 0, the model in (21)
8

implies that rT = 0, mR = 0 and the velocities are free to evolve in IR2 . In (22), the normal cone
to the disk is given by ND(0) = IR2 for rN = 0. For rN > 0, let us recall the definition of ND(c)
with c > 0:
ND(c) (x) =




0

 λ x ,λ ≥ 0
kxk

if

x < c,

if

x = c.

(35)

In the sticking and no-rolling case (r ∈ K, u = 0), it is trivial since u = 0 belongs to the normal
cone ND(µrn ) . For the sticking cases, we have krT k < µrN and uT = 0 so −uT ∈ ND(µrN ) (rT ) is
satisfied. For the sliding cases, we have krT k = µrN and krT kuT = −kuT krT so −uT = kuT k krrTT k
so that −uT ∈ ND(µrN ) (rT ) is satisfied. The same argumentation applies to show that −ωR ∈
ND(µr rN ) (mT ).

Let us show that (22) implies (33). Since −uN ∈ NIR+ (rN ) holds, we have uN ≥ 0 and then
ŷ ∈ Kr? . If (22) is satisfied, then p ∈ Kr . It remains to check the orthogonality in the different
cases.
Starting from the constraints p ∈ Kr , let us enumerate the different cases:
a) rN = 0. In that case, the model (22) implies rT = 0 and mR = 0 that is p = 0. The
orthogonality condition is then trivially satisfied for all ŷ ∈ Kr? . We conclude that (33) is satisfied.
b) rN > 0, krT k < µrN , kmR k < µr rN . In that case, it is obvious that p ∈ K̊r . The relations
in (22) imply that uN = 0, uT = 0 and ωR = 0. So we have ŷ = y = 0, the orthogonality is also
trivially satisfied.
c) rN > 0, krT k = µrN , kmR k < µr rN . From (22), we conclude that uN = 0 and ωR = 0.
Since krT k = µrN , from the definition of the normal cone in (35), we have −uT = λ krrTT k , λ ≥ 0.
Taking the norm of the last expression yields λ = kuT k, and then krt kuT = −kuT krT and u>
T rT =
−kuT kkrT k. The orthogonality condition is
ŷ > p = ûN rN + uT rT = uN rN + µkuT krN − kuT kkrT k = uN rN + (µrN − krT k)kuT k = 0,

(36)

and we conclude that (33) is satisfied.
d) rN > 0, krT k < µrN , kmR k = µr rN . From (22), we conclude that uN = 0 and uT = 0. Since
mR
, λ ≥ 0. Similarly, as the previous case, we have λ = kωR k
kmR k = µr rN , we have −ωR = λ km
Rk

and then ωR> mR = −kωR kkmR k. The orthogonality condition is
ŷ > p = ûN rN + ωR mR = uN rN + µr kωR krN − kωR kkmR k = uN rN + (µr rN − kmR k)kωR k = 0, (37)
and we conclude that (33) is satisfied.
e) rN > 0, krT k = µrN , kmR k = µr rN . From (22), we have uN = 0, u>
T rT = −kuT kkrT k and
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ωR> mR = −kωR kkmR k. The orthogonality condition is
ŷ > p = ûN rN + uT rT + ωR mR = uN rN + µkuT krN − kuT kkrT k + µr kωR krN − kωR kkmR k = 0, (38)
we conclude that (33) is satisfied.

Let us finally show that (33) implies (21). From (33), we have r ∈ Kr and uN ≥ 0. Let us
again enumerate the cases.
a) p = 0. Since we have uN ≥ 0 so it implies the take-off condition in (21).
b) p ∈ K̊r . In that case, the complementarity implies ŷ = 0, and then uT = ωR = 0 and finally
uN = 0 so it implies the sticking and no-rolling case.
c) p ∈ ∂Kr , krT k = µrN , kmR k < µr rN Let us compute the normal cone to Kr at p:








−µ






 rT 
NKr (p) = y = λ1  kr k  , λ1 ≥ 0 .


 T 






0

(39)

From −ŷ ∈ NKr (p), we conclude that
uT = λ1

rT
, λ1 ≥ 0 and ωR = 0.
krT k

(40)

Taking the norm of the first expression in (40) yields λ1 = kuT k, and then krT kuT = −kuT krT .
d) p ∈ ∂Kr , krT k < µrN , kmR k = µr rN . This case is similar to the previous one.
e) p ∈ ∂Kr , krT k = µrN , kmR k = µr rN . Let us compute the normal cone to Kr at p:










−µ
−µr








 rT 


NKr (p) = y = λ1  kr k  + λ2  0  , λ1 ≥ 0, λ2 ≥ 0 .


 T 






mR


0
kmR k

(41)

From −ŷ ∈ NK (p), we conclude
uT = λ1

rT
mR
, λ1 ≥ 0 and ωR = λ2
, λ2 ≥ 0.
krT k
kmR k

(42)

Taking the norm of the expressions in (42) yields λ1 = kuT k and λ2 = kωR k, and then krT kuT =
−kuT krT and kmR kωR = −kωR kmR .



4. Maximum dissipation principle, optimization formulation and the bipotential method
Proposition 3.1 shows that the model of rolling friction is equivalent to a cone complementarity
problem. In this section, we are interested in showing that the maximum dissipation principle
can be deduced easily from the complementarity condition. In the formulation of the maximum
10

dissipation principle for standard Coulomb friction, only the tangent variables uT , rT are involved.
With a single inclusion into the normal cone to Kr , it is also possible to write a maximum
> >
>
dissipation principle over the whole variable y := [uN , u>
and p := [rN , rT> , m>
T , ωR ]
R] .

To state dissipation principles, the power of the contact reaction p with the relative velocity y
is computed as y > p. In the sequel, we show that this power is equal to the dissipated power at
contact and is maximal over the choice of y and p. This principle is closely related to the notion
of bipotential function that is introduced and computed at the end of the section.
If the problem (33) has a solution, then we have ŷ > p = 0 by the complementarity condition.
Coming back to the original variable y and p, we get
−y > p = (µkuT k + µr kωR k)rN ,

(43)

which corresponds to the energy dissipation at contact by the friction forces and moments.
By maximizing the inner product of ŷ and p in (33), the following optimization problem can
be written
maxŷ,p

−ŷ > p

s.t.

ŷ ∈ Kr?

(44)

p ∈ Kr
The problem is feasible since Kr 6= ∅. Since ŷ ∈ Kr? and p ∈ Kr , we have −ŷ > p ≤ 0. The maximizer
exists since the cost function is bounded from above. If the problem (33) has a solution, then it
is also a solution of the optimization problem (44) with −ŷ > p = 0.
Let us now have a look at the rolling friction law in original variables y and p. Using (34) and
substituting ŷ in the cost function, we get an equivalent optimization problem as
maxy,p
s.t.

−(µkuT k + µr kωR k)rN − y > p
(45)

uN ≥ 0,
p ∈ Kr .

For a given value of y such that uN = 0 and a given value of rN ≥ 0, the maximization problem
(45) reduces to
maxrT ,mR

−rT uT − mR ωR

s.t.

krT k ≤ µrN

(46)

kmR k ≤ µr rN
The problem (46) corresponds to the maximum dissipation principle for the rolling friction problem.
Remark 1. The assumption of an associated law of friction yields the following model of rolling
friction
K ? 3 y ⊥ p ∈ K ⇐⇒ −y ∈ NKr (p).

(47)
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This model has several drawbacks from the modeling point of view that can be listed :
• The first drawback is the dilatancy of the model when the contact slides and/or rolls (kuT k >
0, kωR k > 0). Indeed, we get from the definition of the normal cone in (39) that
uN = µkut k + µr kωR k > 0

(48)

In other words, the normal relative velocity is positive with sliding and/or rolling.
• The second drawback is the fact that the model does not dissipate energy at contact. Indeed,
the orthogonality condition in (47), y > p = 0 implies that the dissipation vanishes.
Let us now have a look at how to define the bipotential for the rolling friction model. Firstly,
let us recall now the definition of a bipotential in IRn with the standard scalar product.
Définition 4.1 (Bipotential mapping and extremal points [8]). Let b : IRn × IRn 7→ IR ∪ +∞ such
that v 7→ b(v, f ) and f 7→ b(v, f ) are convex. This function is called a bipotential if
>

b(v 0 , f 0 ) ≥ v 0 f 0 ,

v 0 ∈ IRn , f 0 ∈ IRn

(49)

A couple (v, f ) is said to be extremal if it satisfies
b(v, f ) = v > f

(50)

For an extremal couple (v, f ), we verify easily that
b(v 0 , f ) − b(v, f ) ≥ f > (v 0 − v),

∀v 0

b(v, f 0 ) − b(v, f ) ≥ v > (f 0 − f ),

∀f 0

(51)

Using the definition of the subdifferential, the extremal couple satisfies
v ∈ ∂f b(v, f ), and f ∈ ∂v b(v, f )

(52)

The relations (51) and (52) can also be related to optimization problems. An extremal point is
also a solution of
(v, f ) = argmin

b(v, f ) − v > f

(53)

since the cost function b(v, f ) − v > f is positive from (49) and vanishes at the extremal points from
(50). Taking the optimality conditions of (53) we get (52).
Coming back to the rolling friction problem and introducing iIR+ and iKr , respectively the
indicator functions of IR+ and Kr , the optimization problem (45) can be written as
miny,p

(µkuT k + µr kωR k)rN + y > p + iIR+ (uN ) + iKr (p).

(54)

By inspecting (53) and (54), we propose to define the bipotential for the rolling friction by taking
v = −y and f = p and b(−y, p) := (µkuT k + µr kωR k)rN + iIR+ (uN ) + iKr (p).
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Proposition 4.2. The mapping defined by
b(−y, p) := (µkuT k + µr kωR k)rN + iIR+ (uN ) + iKr (p)

(55)

is a bi-potential. Furthermore, an extremal point of b satisfies the rolling friction problem (33).
Proof: The mapping p 7→ b(−y, p) is the sum of a convex function as an indicator function of
a convex set and a linear function. The mapping −y 7→ b(−y, p) is the sum of a convex function
(µkuT k + µr kωR k)rN for rN > 0 and the indicator function of IR+ . It remains to prove that
b(−y 0 , q 0 ) ≥ −y 0> q 0 ,

∀y 0 , p0

(56)

If y 0 6∈ Kr? i.e. uN < 0 or p0 6∈ Kr , it is trivial. Let us assume that y 0 ∈ Kr? and p0 ∈ Kr . The
bipotential is then reduced to
b(−y, p) = (µku0T k + µr kωT0 k)rN0

(57)

Since p0 ∈ K, we obtain
>

>

(µku0T k+µr kωT0 k)rN0 ≥ ku0T kkrT0 k+kωT0 kkm0T k ≥ ku0T kk−rT0 k+kωT0 kk−m0T k ≥ −u0 T rT0 −ω 0 T m0T (58)
Since y 0 ∈ Kr? and p0 ∈ Kr , we have also −u0n rn0 ≥ 0. The inequality (56) is then proved and b is
a bipotential.
Let us consider a solution of (33). Then the equation (43) is satisfied, and we have b(−y, p) =
−y > p so it is an extremal point. The first inclusion in (52) yields
−y ∈ NKr (p) + [µkuT k + µr kωR k, 0, 0, 0, 0]T ⇐⇒ −ŷ ∈ NKr (p).

(59)


5. Projected based numerical methods for solving rolling friction problems
Projected based numerical methods for solving standard Coulomb friction problems are based
on a reformulation of the complementarity condition as a projection operator. Let us first recall
the following result.
Proposition 5.1 ([15]). Let K a closed convex cone. Then p = projK (p̄) if and only if
K ? 3 p − p̄ ⊥ p ∈ K ⇐⇒ −(p − p̄) ∈ NK (p).

(60)

From the definition of the complementarity problem in Proposition 3.1 and the characterization
of the projection in Proposition 5.1, we get the following equivalence
Kr? 3 ŷ ⊥ p ∈ Kr ⇐⇒ −ŷ ∈ NKr (p) ⇐⇒ p = projKr (p − ρŷ), ρ > 0.
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(61)

The last term is an equality formulation of the complementarity problem based on the natural
map [12]. This equation is prone to the development of numerical methods based on fixed-point
iterations or semi-smooth Newton techniques [2].
Let us assume that the local relative velocity y is related to the reaction torque p by a linear
relation of the form
y = W p + q.

(62)

This relation can be obtained from the linearization of quasi-static balance equations or the timediscretization and a linearization of equations of motion and a reduction to local variables (see
[3, 4])
Altogether, we obtain a nonlinear cone complementarity to solve:



y = W p + q,



ŷ = y + g(y)




K ? 3 ŷ ⊥ p ∈ K
r
r

(63)

where g(y) = [µkuT k + µr kωR k, 0, 0, 0, 0]> . This problem is usually a nonsmooth and nonlinear
complementarity problem for which it is rather difficult to state a very general result of existence
and uniqueness. Nevertheless, existence results should follow the line in [5].
For a finite set of nc contact points and their associated local frames, it is possible to write
exactly the same problem as in (63) where y ∈ IR5nc , p ∈ IR5nc collects the contact variables for
each contact, Kr? ⊂ IR5nc and Kr ⊂ IR5nc are the Cartesian product of local contact cones and
W ∈ IR5nc ×5nc , q ∈ IR5nc , µ ∈ IRnc are the problem data.
5.1. Projected fixed point techniques
Projected fixed point techniques are standard methods to solve non-linear variational inequalities, and especially, complementarity problems. The method is based on the following iterations

pk+1 ← projKr (pk − ρk (W pk + q + g(W pk + q))),

(64)

with ρk > 0. The fact that the projection is given in closed form in the sequel, is crucial for the
implementation of the method that will not be related to an optimization at each iteration. The
method can be improved by using the so-called extra-gradient algorithm :
p̃k

← projKr (pk − ρ(W pk + q + g(W pk + q)))

pk+1

← projKr (pk − ρk (W p̃k + q + g(W p̃k + q))),

(65)

with ρk > 0. The choice of ρk is also important for the convergence and the efficiency of the
method. Self-adaptive rules, that try to guess the Lipschitz constant of p 7→ W p + q + g(W p + q)
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are available in the literature. For more details in the context of contact friction problems, we
refer to [2].
5.2. Block-splitting techniques
As in the standard Gauss–Seidel technique for frictional contact problems [19, 22], a way to
improve the efficiency of the projected fixed–point methods is to perform a block splitting of the
matrix W contact by contact. The linear relation (62) for a contact α ∈ J1, nc K reads as
X

y α = W αα pα + q α +

W αβ pβ .

(66)

β∈J1,nc K,β6=α

With provisional values for pβ , β ∈ J1, nc K, β 6= α, a one-contact problem



y α = W αα pα + q̄ α ,



ŷ α = y α + g(y α )




K α,? 3 ŷ α ⊥ pα ∈ K α
r
r
is formulated with q̄ α = q α +

(67)

P

β∈J1,nc K,β6=α

W αβ pβ . This problem can be solved with fixed–point

solvers described in Section 5.1. The Gauss-Seidel technique is based on iterating over the contact
points.
Remark 2. Since the problem (63) is formulated as a standard cone complementarity problem, or
more generally as a variational inequality, this opens the door to use a lot of other mathematical
programming techniques to solve it. To cite a few, we can apply second order techniques as semi–
smooth Newton methods or interior point methods. In semi-smooth Newton methods, the definition
of the projection is of great help if the complementarity function is based on the natural map[2, 12].
Other first order techniques can also be applied such as accelerated projected gradient method
or Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [6]. In [26], the proposed numerical
method for the rolling contact problem is a fixed point method with projection based on a QuasiVariational Inequality(QVI) formulation that considers separated projections for rN , rT and mR
onto the positive orthant, and the associated disks. In the QVI formulation, the set defining the
variational inequality depends on the solution. This renders the problem far more difficult, and
the number of available algorithms quite restricted. As an illustration, the method used in [26] has
several ρ parameters as in (64) but there is no standard rules to size it. As the authors mentioned,
the convergence of the algorithm depends strongly on the choice of these parameters.
Finally, we want to stress that the problem (63) is formulated on cones, and not on generic
convex sets. This means that the complementarity condition can be written, and that the computation of the dual cone is simple. On the contrary, in quasi-variational inequalities, the evaluation
of the support function of a convex set is not straightforward.
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5.3. Closed-form formulae for the projection onto the rolling friction cone
As it can be observed in the previous sections, a key element of the projected based numerical
methods is the computation of the projection on Kr . This computation must be efficient and a
closed-form formulae for the projection is not straightforward. In this section, we derive it in the
following proposition using Convex Analysis tools.
>
Proposition 5.2. The projection onto Kr of a vector p̄ = [r̄N , r̄T> , m̄>
denoted by p = projKr (p̄)
R ]

is given by
1. if p̄ ∈ Kr , then p = projKr (p̄) = p̄,
2. if −p̄ ∈ Kr? then p = projKr (p̄) = 0,
3. if µrN − kr̄T k < 0 and µr rN − km̄R k < 0 with rN =

r̄N +µkr̄T k+µr km̄R k
,
1+µ2 +µ2r

then



r̄N +µkr̄T k+µr km̄R k
r =
1+µ2 +µ2r
 N



p = projKr (p̄) = 
.
rT = µrN kr̄r̄TT k


m̄R
mR = µr rN km̄R k
4. if µrN − kr̄T k < 0 and µr rN − km̄R k > 0 with rN =

(68)

r̄N +µkr̄T k
1+µ2 ,

then



Tk
rN = r̄N +µkr̄
1+µ2 



p = projKr (p̄) =  rT = µrN kr̄r̄T k  .
T


mR = m̄R

(69)

5. if µr rN − km̄R k < 0 and µrN − kr̄T k > 0 with rN =


rN =

r̄N +µr km̄R k
,
1+µ2r

then



r̄N +µr km̄R k
1+µ2r





p = projKr (p̄) = 
.
rT = r̄T


R
mR = µr rN km̄
m̄R k

(70)

Proof: For the proof, we extensively use the characterization of the projection by complementarity given in Proposition 5.1. Let us distinguish the various cases:
1) p̄ ∈ Kr , then the projection p = p̄ satisfies the condition (60) trivially.
2) p̄ ∈ Kro , then the projection p = 0 satisfies the condition (60) trivially.
Let us now consider the case where p̄ 6∈ Kr and p̄ 6∈ Kro . We know that the projection will lie
the boundary of Kr denoted by ∂Kr with rN > 0. The case rN = 0 is excluded by contradiction :
if rn = 0, then p = 0, and by (28), p̄ ∈ Kr? .
We have three options depending on the faces of the boundary on which we project:
• rN > 0, krT k = µrN and kmR k < µr rN ,
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• rN > 0, kmR k = µr rN and krT k < µrN ,
• rN > 0, krT k = µrN and kmR k = µr rN .
3) rN > 0, µrN − kr̄T k < 0 and µr rN − km̄R k < 0 . Let us assume for a while that krT k = µrN
and kmR k = µr rN . From the normal cone definition, the inclusion −(p − p̄) ∈ NKr (p) implies
(rT − r̄T )

−rT
= λ1 kr
, λ1 ≥ 0,
Tk

(mR − m̄R )

=

(71)

−mR
λ2 km
, λ2 ≥ 0.
Rk

From the first expression in (71), we get
r̄T = (1 +

λ1
)rT
krT k

(72)

Since λ1 ≥ 0, the vectors are colinear and in the same direction. Since krT k = µrN , we obtain
rT = µrN kr̄r̄TT k . The same manipulations can be made for the second expression in (71) leading to
rT = µrN

r̄T
m̄R
and mR = µr rN
.
kr̄T k
km̄R k

(73)

The orthogonality constraint in the complementarity condition (60) yields:
0 = p> (p − p̄)

= rN (rN − r̄N ) + rT> (rT − r̄T ) + m>
R (mR − m̄R )
= rN2 − rN r̄N + krT k2 − rT> r̄T + kmR k2 − m>
R m̄R

(74)

= rN2 (1 + µ2 + µ2r ) − rN r̄N − rT> r̄T − m>
R m̄R .
Substituting (73) in (74), we obtain
0 = p> (p − p̄)

= rN2 (1 + µ2 + µ2r ) − rN r̄N − µrN kr̄T k − µr rN km̄R k
= rN (rN ((1 + µ2 + µ2r )) − (r̄N + µkr̄T k + µr km̄R k)),

(75)

and then, for rN > 0,
rN =

r̄N + µkr̄T k + µr km̄R k
.
1 + µ2 + µ2r

(76)

Let us check now that p − p̄ ∈ Kr? . Since 0 = p> (p − p̄), we must have p − p̄ ∈ ∂Kr? , that is
rN − r̄N = µkrT − r̄T k + µr kmR − m̄R k.

(77)

On one side, we have
rN − r̄N

= −(µ2 + µ2r )rN + µkr̄T k + µr km̄R k

(78)

= µ(kr̄T k − µrN ) + µr (km̄R k − µr rN ).
On the other side, we get using (73)
krT − r̄T k

=

kµrN kr̄r̄TT k − r̄T k =

µrN
kr̄T k

− 1 kr̄T k = |µrN − kr̄T k| ,
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(79)

and
kmR − m̄R k

R
= kµr rN km̄
m̄R k − m̄R k =

µr rN
km̄R k

− 1 km̄R k = |µr rN − km̄R k| ,

(80)

so we have
µkrT − r̄T k + µr kmR − m̄R k = µ |µrN − kr̄T k| + µr |µr rN − km̄R k| .

(81)

If the assumption
µrN − kr̄T k < 0 and µr rN − km̄R k < 0,

(82)

is satisfied, we deduce from (81) that the equality (77) holds. This assumption means that the
value km̄R k and kr̄T k must be outside the disks of radius µrN and µr rN , where rN is the forecast
value given by (76).
4) rN > 0, krT k = µrN and kmR k < µr rN . Let us assume for a while that krT k = µrN > 0 and
mR = m̄R . From −(p − p̄) ∈ NKr (p), we conclude as before
rT = µrN

r̄T
and mR = m̄R .
kr̄T k

(83)

Let us remark that in that case the condition kmR k < µr rN is equivalent to km̄R k < µr rN . The
orthogonality p> (p − p̄) = 0 with (83) yields
rN =

r̄N + µkr̄T k
.
1 + µ2

(84)

Let us check that p − p̄ ∈ ∂Kr , that is
rN − r̄N = µkrT − r̄T k + µr kmR − m̄R k.

(85)

Let us derive the formulae as we did before. On one side, we have
rN − r̄N

(86)

= µ(kr̄T k − µrN ).

On the other side we get
µkrT − r̄T k + µr kmR − m̄R k

= µkrT − r̄T k = µ |µrN − kr̄T k|

(87)

If the assumption
µrN − kr̄T k < 0

(88)

is satisfied, then the equality (60) holds.
5) rN > 0, krT k < µrN and kmR k = µr rN . Doing as in the previous case, we get the definition
of the projection.
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6. Applications of the rolling friction model
In this section, the abilities of the rolling friction model to dissipate energy by friction and/or
rolling friction are illustrated on simple numerical examples. The simulations have been realized
with the Moreau–Jean time–stepping scheme [18, 3] based on a θ-method for the smooth terms and
the projected Gauss-Seidel presented in Section 5.2 for the discrete frictional contact problems.
The numerical methods are implemented in the Siconos software v4.3.0 [1] and are freely available
together with the simulation scripts.
6.1. A sphere rolling on a plane
The problem of a sphere of radius R rolling on a plane with initial tangential and rotational
velocities is chosen to illustrate the predictive capacity of the rolling friction model compared with
the classical friction one. The sphere is initially located on an horizontal planar surface with a
tangential velocity UX (t = 0) and a rotational velocity ΩY (t = 0). The simulation has been made
with θ = 1/2 for the parameter of the Moreau–Jean scheme, a time-step of 10−4 s and a relative
tolerance of the Gauss–Seidel algorithm of 10−12 .
Under these conditions, the sphere does not stop to roll with a classical friction model. In the
case of initial sliding at the contact point uT (0) > 0, the norm of the tangential reaction krT k is
equal to µrn and is in the opposite direction to uT , which induces a decrease of the sliding velocity
till the slip-free rolling condition uT (t) = UX (t) − RΩY (t) = 0 is reached. Once this condition
is reached, rT jumps to 0 and the sphere velocities UX and ΩY are constant, which prevents the
sphere to stop.
The rolling friction model is first investigated for initial sphere velocities fulfilling the slipfree rolling conditions (UX (0) − RΩY (0) = 0). In this case, the maximum propagation distance
Xmax reached by the sphere depends on both the friction (µ) and of the rolling friction (µr )
coefficients (see Figure 2). For µr → 0, as expected, the stopping distance goes to infinity.
Similarly, large propagation distances are observed for µ → 0. Indeed, although the resistive
moment mT progressively reduces the sphere rotational velocity, the small values of rT do not
allow reducing UX which finally entails block sliding without rotational velocity. The propagation
distance is strongly influenced by the values of µ and µr for µ ∈ [0, 0.15] and µr ∈ [0, 0.01]. In
this domain, Xmax strongly decreases if µ or µr increase. For larger values of both µ and µr , the
propagation distance is much less sensitive to these coefficients.
We choose to illustrate the details of the rolling friction model behavior through three representative configurations. The first configuration (Figure 3a) corresponds to initial slip-free rolling
conditions with large values of both µ and µr . The resistive moment mT entails a decrease in both
UX and ΩY and the slip-free condition is conserved (Figure 3a) till the sphere stops. The second
configuration is very simlar to the first one, except that slippage initially occurs at the contact
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Figure 2: Evolution of the maximum propagation distance Xmax reached by the sphere depending on the friction
(µ) and rolling friction (µr ) coefficients for initial slip-free rolling conditions. The sphere radius and density were set
at 0.5m and 2500kg/m3 , respectively, while the initial velocities were UX (t = 0) = 2.5m/s and ΩY (t = 0) = 5rad/s

point (Figure 3b), which results in velocities changes before reaching the slip-free condition. Afterwards, the decrease in both UX and ΩY entails sphere stopping. At the transition from slippage
to slip-free rolling condition, the tangential force jumps from krT k = µrn to krT k < µrn . Let us
note that rT does no vanish as in the case of standard friction without rolling resistance. The
third example (Figure 3c) illustrates the case where the rotational velocity ΩY vanishes before the
sphere stopping because µ is small compared to µr . In this case, the vanishing of ΩY induces a
jump of the resitive moment from kmT k = µr rn to kmT k < µr rn .
6.2. Spheres piles
In this section, the interest of the rolling friction model for the simulation of a granular material
made of spheres is illustrated. To this end, we consider a small sample of 250 spheres of diameter
φ = 0.02m, dropped at a constant rate from a constant height of 10φ on a square fixed rigid plane
of 60φ width. To avoid the constitution of artificial columns in the sample, the initial horizontal
coordinates of the spheres are randomly sampled in the range [−φ/2; φ/2]. The density of the
spheres is 1300kg.m−3 , the gravity is equal to 9.81m.s−2 and the coefficient of restitution is equal
to 0. The simulation campaign was carried out with three values of the coefficient of friction
µ ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 1.0} and with values of the coefficient of rolling friction ranging in [10−5 , 1]. The
simulation has been made with θ = 1 for the parameter of the Moreau–Jean scheme, a time-step
of 10−3 s over a time interval of 20s, and a relative tolerance of the Gauss–Seidel algorithm of
10−4 .
In Figure 4, the final state of the pile when the kinetic energy vanishes is depicted for different
values of the coefficients of friction. We can observe that the height and the width of the pile
20

Figure 3: Evolution of the sphere position X, tangential velocity UX , and rotational velocity ΩY as well as
tangential force rT and resitive moment mT . The sphere radius and density were set at 0.5m and 2500kg/m3 ,
respectively. Three typical initial conditions are presented: a) slip-free rolling conditions (UX (t = 0) = 2.5m/s,
ΩY (t = 0) = 5rad/s, µ = 0.2, µr = 0.04), b) sliding (UX (t = 0) = 2.5m/s, ΩY (t = 0) = 2.5rad/s, µ = 0.2,
µr = 0.04), c) slip-free rolling conditions for small µ values (UX (t = 0) = 2.5m/s, ΩY (t = 0) = 5rad/s, µ = 0.05,
µr = 0.04)
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(a) µ = 1.0,

µr = 10−1

(b) µ = 1.0,

µr = 3.10−4

(c) µ = 0.3,

µr = 10−1

(d) µ = 0.3,

µr = 3.10−4

(e) µ = 0.1,

µr = 10−1

(f) µ = 0.1,

µr = 3.10−4

Figure 4: Final state of spheres piles when the kinetic energy vanishes.

depend strongly on both coulomb’s friction and rolling friction. In Figure 5, some measurements
of the height of the pile and its mean radius are reported. The mean radius of the pile is computed
by selecting the spheres that are in contact with the horizontal surface, which constitute the bottom
of the pile. The centroid of the assembly of these spheres is computed in the horizontal plane and
the mean radius is the average distance to the centroid of these spheres. In Figure 5(a), the height
of the pile is plotted with respect to the coefficient of rolling friction µr for the three values of
the coefficient of friction µ. As expected, the height of the pile is generally increasing with the
coefficient of rolling friction since the spheres are subjected to the rolling resistance torque. Three
regimes can be observed for all the values of the coefficient of friction µ. In a first regime, for
low coefficients of rolling friction, the ratio between the height and the diameter is equal to one,
meaning that there is no superposition of spheres. In a second regime, after a critical value of the
rolling friction coefficient, the height of the pile quickly increased up to a third regime where the
height of the pile is stabilized around a value that does not depend on the coefficient of rolling
friction. In this third regime, the height of the pile is higher when the friction coefficient increases.
This can be explained by the fact that, for too small friction coefficients, the spheres in contact
with the plane slide under the action of the weight of the pile. If the coefficient of friction increases,
the slope angle of the pile is higher as it is illustrated on Figures 4(a)-(c)-(e). Let us note that the
graph of the height with respect to the rolling friction coefficient is not strictly monotone. This
is mainly due to the random character of the pluviation process that may generate avalanches of
the spheres (as it can be seen in Figure 4(d)). The mean radius of the piles plotted in Figure 5(a)
corroborates the observation on the height of the pile. We observe that the mean radius of the
bottom of the pile quickly decreases in the second regime and is stable in the third regime.
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(a) Height of the pile normalized by the diameter

(b) Mean radius of the pile normalized by the diameter

Figure 5: Sphere piles simulation. Normalized height and mean radius versus the coefficient of rolling friction for
three values of µ ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7}.

7. Conclusion
In this article, the model of Coulomb’s friction with unilateral contact is enriched with a resistance to rolling that is proportional to the normal pressure. With the goal of designing a tractable
model from the computational point of view, the model is formulated as a cone complementarity
problem over a single rolling friction cone. To this aim a modified relative velocity at contact has
been introduced following the seminal work in [9]. The formulation is proved to be equivalent to
the disjunctive form of the model and the model with three separated inclusions. The principle
of maximal dissipation and the bipotential function have been delineated for the rolling friction,
that allows us to understand the dissipation generated by the model. Two projected based numerical methods are given that are based on the projection onto the rolling friction cone. We
give a closed-form formulae of the projection that is crucial for the efficiency of these numerical
methods. The abilities of the model and the numerical techniques are shown on two examples of
a sphere rolling on a plane and the study of a granular sample made of spherical particles.
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